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1. Status and organization meeting.
2. Proposal for publication of Infrared Analytical Procedures.
3. Miscellaneousnotes.

This represents the first mailing to the Coblentz Society, which, as of
the above date has 827 members. It is informal because the Society intends its
first formal meeting at Columbus in June as discussed below. The Executive Board
met informally at Pittsburgh for its first discussion and has now completed its
roster as follows:

Norman Wright, Chairman
Yan Zandt Williams, Registrar
Howard Cary
Bryce Crawford
E. D. McAlister
Robert Oetjen
Eugene Rosenbaum

1. First Meeting of The Coblentz Society

The Coblentz Society will hold its first meeting at the Ohio State Sym-
posium on Molecular Structure and Spectroscopy, Thursday, June 16, 1955, at 8 p. m. ,

in the New Physics Laboratory auditorium. With this meeting, the Society will come
into official existence. As stated in the by-laws, the annual meetings of the Society
will be for discussion, and there is certain to be plenry of material for interesting
discussion at this first meeting. The Executive Board expresses a fervent wish that
all the members of the Coblentz Society will find it possible to be present to take part
in this inaugural meeting.

N. Wright, Chairman

2. Proposed Plan for Publication of Infrared Analyticalftocedures (see sheets A & AA
following)

IMPORTANT

This is the first program of action suggested for the Society. It is,
of course, not of major importance to some sites. Some would not be interested in
either the supply or purchase of such information. Even so, will everyone consider
the form immediately and return it? The Society can exist and advance only by total
reaction. If this suggestion is good, we must show evidence of coherent interest
go ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY.

No return envelope is supplied. We are trying to stretch the $1 regis-
tration fee to cover as many mailings as possible.
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2. Proposed Plan for Rrblication (Continued)

We repeat -- will you please return the filled out form to:

Dr. Van Zandt Williams, Registrar
The Coblentz SocietY
c/o The Perkin-Elmer CorPoration
Main Avenue
Norwalk, Connecticut

3. Miscellaneous Notes

a. Infrared Meetings

Attitude of the Executive Board towards Infrared Meetings:
The Executive Board has discussed the fact that many societies have

an interest which involves spectroscopy and the resultant problem of 'too many
meetings' whiclr arises when several meetings of spectrosc,opic interest occur
within a few months. The Coblentz Society may help ease ttris problem through
appropriate liaison service among the several societies, and through the suggestion
oi specific symposium topics for specific meetings, possibly with cosponsorship
by the Coblentz Society.

The Executive Board would appreciate the reaction of the membership
to ttris situation and the above suggestion. Essentially, do the Society members
feel the strain of too many diverse meetings, ild would it back efforts to try to
help with the arrangemenl of programs and their concentrations at fewer meetings?

b. New Alternative API Formats

The Advisory Committee for API Research Project 44 approved an al-
ternate simplified standard form for the direct photogfaphic reproduction of in-
frared spectra at its meeting on 8 May. Design of recorder paper and letter sizes
is similar to the original standard form for direct photographic reproduction of
spectra intended for the API catalogs.

The original form presented the spectrum in two sections (2 p to 9.5 tt
and 9 p to 15 p) on an 8" by 10-L/2" sheet. This form requires two recordings and,

in addition, special equipment on some spectrophotometers. The simplified form
just approved presents the 2 u to 15 p region in one continuous section on the same
lized sheet. This method of presentation will conform more closely to current
practice in many laboratories and witl eliminate the need for special auxiliary
equipment on the present commercial spectrophotometers.

In line with previous practice, forms for both linear wavelength and

linear wavenumber presentation are included in the new system. In addition, non-
linear absorbance presentation has been included. Recorder papers have or are
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3. b. New Alternative API Formats (Continued)

May 10, 1955

being designed for use in this simplified system by Baird Associates, Beckman In-
struments, and The Perkin-Elmer Corporation. These recorder charts can also be
used for direct photographic reproduction of infrared spectra in the form recently
recommended to the Patent Office by ASTM Committee E-13.

soonr""u"itf; i:?'fr i?,"it::Litr?'J: j::rfi:'T.E:::'i"'dffi:'ffi":?5':
Rossini, Petroleum Research Laboratory, Carnegie Institute of Technolory,
Pittsburgh

c. Spectral Format for the Patent Division

Certain sections of the Patent Office are placing increasing require-
ment on the submission of infrared spectra as a characteristic of a new compound
for which a patent is being sought. The Patent Office appealed to ASTM for a
recommended spectral presentation so that ttrey would have uniform data for com-
parative purposes. The spectral specifications below represent the recommenda-
tion of the E-13 Subcommittee on Standard Data of ASTM to the Patent Office. These
specifications are essentially the same as those of the new API format above.

1. The abscissa shall be linear in wavelength. One micron
shall equal S/8-inch so that a spectrum from 2 to 16
microns will be 8-3/4 inches long. This length will
permit reproduction of the spectrum lengthwise on a
standard 8-L/2 by 11 sheet or on a standard 8 by 10
photographic print.

2. \\e ordinate shall be linear percent transmission or
transmittance. The height will result from proper
reduction of abscissa length of records from Perkin-
Elmer, Baird, and Beckman spectrophotometers and will
be about 2-L/2 inches.

3. The grid of lines marking wavelength and transmittance
should be spaced as follows:

a. The intervals between wavelength grid lines
should be no less than 0.2 micron nor greater
than 1.0 micron.

b. The intervals between transmittance grid
lines should be no less than 5 per cent trans-
mittance and no greater than 20 per cent
transmittance.
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3. c. Spectrat Formgt (Continued)

4. The spectrum should have a frequency scale printed
across the toP of the chart.

!

d. Spectra of Carcinogenic Compounds

- Marshall V. Otis, Chairman, Section
2 - lnfrared Data, Standard Data Subcommittee of ASTM, that an urgent need for the
absorption spectra of compounds containing carcinogenic activities as developed.
Dr. Otis has a tist of such materials (primarily condensed ring compounds) and is
urging all sites having such compounds available to submit them for spectral pub-
lication through the established procedure under the supervision of the National
Research Council Committee on Spectral Data at the National Bureau of Standards.

Although the list is too long for publication here, members of research
or medical sites are urged to contact Dr. Otis, American Society for Testing
Materials, 1916 Race Street, Philadelphia 3, Pennsylvania, to get the list in order
that the number of contributions can be increased.

YZW:ypl
cc: CTM
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A QUESTIONNAIRE

Consideration of Publication of Routine Quantitative Infrared Analyses

A deterrent to useful progress of quantitative infrared analysis is the
difficulty of publishing such methods. The techniques are standard and their use
does not warrant an 'original publication'. Yet it ls most important that roudne
analyses be published and available in indexed form so that duplicate work at each
eite is not required to determine the possibility and accuracy of such analyses.

ANALYTICAL CHEMSTRY has been approached with the following
suggestions:

1. The Coblentz Society determine an acceptable brief form whereby
there be presented essential data of an analysis such as mixture components, con-
centration ranges, cell thicknesses, instrument conditions, analytical wavelengths,
method ot I. /l measurement, Beer's Law deviations, the analytical matrix and its
inverse (if this methd of calculation is used), expected accuracy, special condi-
tions, etc. (It is not expected at the present time that another site could use such
absorptivities directty. )

2. That such a form be filled out and submitted to ANALYTICAL
CHEMS'IRY as a standard publication with credit to the submitter.

3. That The Coblentz Society provide ANALYTICAL CFIEMISTRY with
a board of reyiewers for such material.

4. That ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY publish such submissions in a
separate eection of the Journal.

5. That, periodically, ANALYTICAL CHEMSTRY collect the material,
lndex lt (covering all prevlous material), and publish it as a reprlnt at a reasonable
price.

The editors of ANALYTICAL CHEMSTRY recognize the problem
involved, wish to provide aid, and have expressed an interest in these suggestions.
Before any commitment or further consideration on their ptrt, they have requested
The Coblentz Society to canvass its members as to interest and the amount of
material involved.

VZW:jpl
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